
Bias towards large genes in autism
ARISING FROM I. F. King et al. Nature 501, 58–62 (2013); doi:10.1038/nature12504

In an important recent paper, King et al.1 reported that inhibition of
TOP1 and other topoisomerases reduces the expression of extremely
long genes.They also showed that the list of large genes affectedbyTOP1
inhibition is enriched with candidate genes for autism spectrum disor-
ders (ASD); however, the list of candidate genes that was used contains
many genes with limited evidence for association with ASD2. Here we
demonstrate that the size of the genes among ASD candidate genes is
biased towards extremely large genes only for genes identified to bedis-
rupted by copy number variations (CNVs). Thus, our analysis suggests
that the association between large genes and ASD is mainly driven by
the method that implicated the genes in ASD. There is a Reply to this
Brief Communication Arising by Zylka, M. J. et al. Nature 512, http://
dx.doi.org/10.1038/nature13584 (2014).
The literature onASDmentionsmany candidate genes, yet convinc-

ing evidence was yielded only for few of them. This is reflected in the
SFARIGene database used byKing et al.1. This database currently con-
tains 588 genes, for which the evidence for associationwith ASD varies
considerably.Toaddress this concern, a gene scoringmodulewas devel-
oped in SFARI Gene 2.0 to estimate the evidence level for individual
genes2. For example, Table 1 ofKing et al.1 lists 49ASDcandidate genes
that were affected by Top1 inhibitors, but only three of these genes are
considered strong candidates, four genes have suggestive evidence, and
anadditional twogenes are involved in syndromesassociatedwithASD.
To retest the association between gene length andASD, we first selected
genes in the SFARI database that had a score of at least suggestive evi-
dence. The gene with the strongest evidence,CHD8, is not particularly
large (,50 kilobases), but the list also contains someof the largest genes
in the genome like AUTS2 and NRXN1 (,1,000 kb). The SFARI Gene
database is basedon studies that focusedon specific genesandongenome-
wide studies,which are considered tobeunbiased.However, aswe show
below, even in genome-wide studies there are biases influenced by the
type of study.
The genome-wide search for ASD risk genes has been performed

mainlyby searching for rare anddenovovariants, using twomainmeth-
ods: microarrays to identify CNVs, and exome sequencing to identify
singlenucleotidevariations (SNVs)predicted toalter theprotein sequence.
Under the assumption of uniformmutation rate, the probability for a
coding SNV is not strongly related to the total size of the gene, which is
mainlydeterminedby the lengthof the introns anduntranslated regions.
However, this is not true for CNVs. Most CNVs identified in ASD are
large and containmultiple genes3,4. Therefore, it is hard to associate any
particular gene with ASD. In contrast, when a gene is extremely large
there is a higher probability for it to becomeanASDrisk gene because it
was the only gene affected by the CNV. Accordingly, we hypothesized
that largegeneswill be associatedwithASDmainly if implicatedbyCNVs.
Following the above hypothesis, we divided theASDgenes from the

SFARIGene database into two groups on the basis of themutation type
that implicated the gene in ASD: genes affected by CNVs or by SNVs.
We plotted the distribution of gene sizes separately for each group. As
canbe seen inFig. 1a, thedistributionswerenotablydifferent. ‘‘Geneswith
CNVs’’ showed bimodal distribution of short and large genes, whereas
‘‘genes with SNVs’’ were relatively short.
To further study the associationbetweengene size andmutation types,

we focused on six studies that searched for de novo CNVs and SNVs,
mostly in the samecohort (the Simons SimplexCollection)3–8.Wecom-
pared the distribution of gene lengths between all coding genes in the
genome, brain-specific genes, and geneswithdenovoSNVsorCNVs, in
both ASD probands and unaffected siblings (Fig. 1b). Consistent with

King et al.1, and aswaspreviously reported9,we found that brain-specific
genes are significantly larger than the average gene in the genome (P5
63 10222).Whereas genes identified to be disrupted by de novo SNVs
inASDhada similar distributionof sizes as brain-specific genes (P5 1),
the size of geneswithde novoCNVswere significantly larger than either
group (P, 33 1023, P, 53 1025, respectively). Furthermore, there
was no difference in gene size between affected versus unaffected chil-
dren for both de novo CNVs and SNVs (P5 1).
In summary, our analysis suggests that the association between large

genes andASD that was observed byKing et al.1 stemsmainly from the
methodof implicatinggenesbasedonCNVs, and isnot an inherentprop-
erty of ASD risk genes.

Methods
The list ofASDgeneswas constructedbasedon the SFARIGenedatabase (accessed
11December 2013).Wediscarded geneswithnoorminimal support for association
(score.3). Because of the difficulties to replicate genetic association and linkage
results of ASD, candidate genes were considered only if the evidence was based on
rare variants. The length of eachgenewasdeterminedbasedon the largest transcript
in the refSeq tableof theUCSCGenomeBrowser (hg19assembly).Genesweredivided
into CNVs or SNVs groups on the basis of the majority of studies that associated
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Figure 1 | Association between gene size and mutation types. a, Density
plots of gene length for ASD genes with evidence for association according to
the SFARI Gene database. Genes were divided to two groups on the basis of the
type of mutations that implicated the gene in ASD, CNVs or SNVs. b, The
distribution of gene length is presented by box plots for all genes in the genome,
brain-specific genes and genes with de novo SNVs or CNVs identified by recent
genome-wide studies. NS, non-significant; **P, 0.01; ***P, 0.001.
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the genewithASD. In addition,we studied the lengthof genes found tobedisrupted
byde novo SNVs (nonsense, frameshift or splice sitemutations)5–8, and single genes
affected by de novoCNVs3,4. To test for differences in the distribution of gene sizes
indifferent groupsweperformedaKruskal–Wallis rank sumtest onall groups (using
the kruskal.test function in The R Project for Statistical Computing), followed by
a pair-wise Mann–Whitney-Wilcoxon Test (using the wilcox.test function in R).
P values were adjusted for multiple tests using the Bonferroni correction.
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Zylka et al. reply
REPLYING TO S. Shohat & S. Shifman Nature 512, http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/nature13583 (2014)

Shohat and Shifman’s analysis1 indicates that long autism spectrum
disorder (ASD) genes are overrepresented in the SFARI Gene/AutDB
database (as of 11December 2013) owing to the discoverymethod.We
agree with their analysis and with the need to consider the strength of
evidence behind each candidate gene.When our study was underway2,
SFARI Gene provided the only comprehensive list of autism candidate
geneswith confidence values. Subsequent toourpublication,moregenes
have been added to this database and scored, highlighting the rapid pace
of advances in the ASD field and the changing confidence behind each
ASD gene.
Weagreewith Shohat and Shifman that the proportionofASDgenes

that are long may drop as more ASD genes are identified. We did not
account for how thediscoverymethodused to identify a givenASDcan-
didate, be it based on copy number variant (CNV) or single nucleotide
variant (SNV),might affect average gene length in our study. However,
it is also undeniable that many long genes are considered candidates in
ASDpathology, such asNRXN1 andCNTNAP2. Moreover, ourmech-
anistic findings are not in dispute. Indeed, three other groups came to
the same conclusion as us—that topoisomerases preferentially facilitate
expressionof longgenes3–5.Our studydemonstrates an essential role for
topoisomerases in transcriptional elongationof longneuronal genes and
suggests a critical role for these enzymes in neurodevelopmental disor-
ders like autism.
Shohat and Shifman1 also suggest that the SFARIGenedatabase con-

tainsmanygeneswithweak links toASDpathology. Inour study,wedid
not rank genes as stronger or weaker ASD candidates, and treated all
equally. However, when the degree of evidence behind each candidate
is taken into account, using the gene scoringmodule inSFARIGene2.06

(as of 1 April 2014), it remains clear that numerous strong ASD can-
didate genes are very long (.200 kilobases). Thus,we feel our conclusion
linking topoisomerases and gene length with autism is still warranted,
but this remains to be tested more rigorously pending in vivo studies
with animal models and additional human genetic studies.
Future studies are likely to validate additional long genes as strong

ASDcandidates. For example,NRXN3andCNTN5 (1.5and1.3megabase,

respectively) arenot yet scored in SFARIGene, yet these genes aredeleted
inpatientswithASD7,8 andbothare significantly reduced in topotecan-
treated neurons2.
Ultimately, we agree that making conclusions about the nature of

ASD genes is complicated by factors like the ones Shohat and Shifman
describe1 aswell as by the evolvingknowledgeof autismgenetics. Regard-
less, we identified a transcriptional mechanism that affects the expres-
sion of long genes, a number of which are currently classified as strong
ASD candidates.
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